
Chapter IV 

CONCLUSION 

We now propose to conclude our discussion on theory of 

mind rep.resented by Freud. Tn the present day ci;lilization, 

man has reached a stage of science and technology of Which he 

may immensely feel proud. Indeed life itself on this planet 

seems to be impossible without science. But how far has man 

achieved in the realm of exploration of what we call human 

psyche? Freud has a finn belief in psychic processes. He 

regards .the mind as a free psychic principle, dynamic in 

character. No study of the conscious life can reveal this 

free self. Self-knowledge is possible through breaking down 

the whole set of psychic snares like repression, regression 

and the like. The inadequacy of the surface mind has led 

Freud to the discovery of the unconscious. 11The surface mind 

needs.a base on which to take its stand from which to draw 

its energy and in which to seek explanation of several of its 

contents and functions. 111 

Sigmund Freud was the first to analyse the social life 

I of the ir.di\ridual in terms of instinct. This theory of ins-

tinct plays a decisive role in Freud's theory of psycho-

l analysis. Freud is of opinion that the libido or sex-urge is 

----·-·-·----
1. Singh, S.P., Sri Aurobindo and Jung, Maobucchandas Publica

tions, Aligarh, 1986, p. 230 
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the ultimate driving factor of mental life. In his opinion, 

in every manifestation of mind there lie hidden unconscious 

sex-desires which may be discovered through analysis. The 

mental life of eve~7 individual is thus a history of the war 

of the libido with the external reality. Flugel observes that 

sublimation 11 indicates a \vay in which a satisfactory compromise 

between the super-ego and the primitive id impulses may be 

attained, a way in which our instincts. can find an unobstructed 

outlet in harmony with our cultural ideals. 112 The absurclity of 

(
I :::::~::i::~-s::u::i::eb:~::: ::::o::i::::si~h::i::n:::t o" 

conflict between the Ego and the external reality is solved. 

According to Freud the mental, religious, and intellectual 

achievements of man are nothing but socially acceptable outlets 

of this sex-urge which, if not disguised in such marks, are 

denied gratification. These are, therefore, sublimated sexual 

energy which being denied direct gratification by society seek 

such round about ways of fulfilment. The moralist's reproach 

that psycho-analysis ignores the higher, moral, spiritual side 

of human nature is, therefore, unjust. Freud says that, 11 
••• 

We can give answer to all those whose moral sense has been 

shocked and who have complained that there must surely be a 

higher nature in man: 'Very true', we can say, and here we 

2. Flugel, J.C., Man, Morals and Society, Ducbvorth, London, 
1948, p. 248 
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have that higher nature, in this ego-ideal or super-ego, the 

representative of our relation to parents •••• " 3 Freud gives 

a violent shock to the ordinary individual. He cannot welcome 

the conception that all that he takes to be the higher and 

nobler aspects of his nature, his religion, his morality, his 

intellectual achievements, all that gives him bliss, all that 

he deems sublime and divine - Art, Literature and the like -

are but veiled expressions of sexuality. C.D. Broad observes 

that, "One characteristic mistu.ke of the incautious user of 

the genetic method is to give a rather trivial necessary 

condition of some highly developed state as if it were the 

sufficient condition. 114 Ordinary individual cannot bear all 

such stuff and nonsense. Freudian pan-sexualism for him, iS 

\the height of intellectual perversion. He points out that 

I such a conception ignores the higher aspects of human nature. 

But Sigmund Freud himself comes to ans1r1er such an objection. 

He remarks that the objection is doubly unjust. "For, in the 
' . 

first place", says he, 11 we have from the very beginning 

attributed the function of the instigating repression to the 

moral and aesthetic tendencies in the Ego, and secondly, there 

has been a general refusal to recognise that psycho-analytic 

research could produce a complete and furnished body of 

3. Freud, s., The Ego and the Id, SE, vol. XIX, p. 36 

4. Broad, C.D., The Mind and Its Place in Nature, Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, London, 1962, p. 14 
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doctrine like a philosophical system . . . now that we have 

embarked upon the analysis of the Ego, we can give an answer 

·to all those whose moral sense has been shocked, and who have 

complained that there must surely be a higher nature in man : 

Very tLue, we can say, and here we have that higher nature -

d 1 .• 5 in this ego-i ea or super-ego.· The Super-ego, in a word, 

accounts for the higher nature in man. It is one thing to say 

that all the psychological impulses of man are mingled in some 

way with the sexual impulse, but it is quite another thing to 

say that this impulse is the basic impulse to which all others 

must be reduced. Such an answer is no answer at all. It makes 

a shmv of defense but fails to defend i·tself against the 

pointed attacks of its adversaries. What the ordinacy man 

objects to, is the extension of sexuality to all the aspects 

of mental life. Freud's at·temp·t to brand the Super-Ego as the 

higher and nobler aspect of the mind fails to solve this 

difficulty. Because, if we trace the Super-Ego to its origin, 

we find it essentially a product of the Oedipus complex - a 

complex most repulsively sexual. Freud says that, 11 The Super-

Ego is essentially the heir of the Oedipus complex 

~'lhereas the Ego is essentially the representa·ti ve of the exter-

nal world of reality, the Super-Ego stands in con·trast to it 

as representative of the internal i•.JOrld - the Id. 116 The Id is 

5. Freud, S., The Ego and the Id, op.ci t., pp. 45-47 

6. Ibid., pP. 46-47 
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dominated by sex desires, and if the Super-Ego represents the 

Id, one can easily infer the character of the same. Reinhold 

Niebuhr aptly observes, "The dialogue which the self carries 

on within itself is certainly more complex than understood in 

classical philosophy. Depth psychology has uncovered many of 

these complexities. But it has no doubt obscured many others 

because it failed to grasp that the same self is in the 

various personae of the dialogue. " 7 According to him Freud • s 

tripartite division of the self indicates two levels of the 

internal dialogue. First, it is between the coherent ego and 

the incoherent id, and the other is between the ego and the 

super-ego. He says that the Freudian super-ego is "no more 

than the pressure o:f society upon the 1 ego 1 and it does not 

occur to Freud tha-t the self has both the po•~;re~ to defy the 

community for the sake of its interests and for the sake of 

interests more inclusive than those of a given communi·ty. nS 

j So \ve find that the common sense criticism of Freud as 

~ regards the extension of the sex-urge in everz sphere of mind 

stands unrefuted.. Freud tries in vain to disguise his defec-t 

under the guise of an apparently puritanic terminology. 

But Freud is too energenic and steady to be moved by 

such objections. He will point out that the existence of 

7. Niebuhr, R., The Self and the Dramas of History, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 195 5, p. 11 

8 • Ibid. , p • 10 
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sexual factor in mental life is established beyond doubt from 

the results of psycho-analysis. The analysis of mental dis

orders, the analysis of dreams, the analysis of the psycho

pathology of everyday-life etc. make it abundantly clear that 

these are sexually motivated. 

At this point the man o:f heal thy common sense will 

contend. Very well, we admit the existence of sexuality in 

such adult behaviour. But what about the behaviour of 

children? Has Freud discovered the existence of sexualivz in 

their behaviour also? Freud • s answer will be in the affirma

tive. But in spite of the answer it is easy for the observant 

critic to discover the lack of confidence he betrays in his 

views about the existence of sexuality in infants and children. 

He admi-ts that the sexuality displayed in early infancy and 

childhood is very diffuse in character, and that there is 

nothing in that behaviour which can be characterised as a 

specific sex-impulse. It is a popular belief that s~~ual 

feeling is absent in childhood and appears in puber~ff. But in 

Freud 1 s opinion this type of popular belief is due to our 

ignorance of the fundamental principles of infantile sexual 

life. 

To the ordinary man such sexuality is all but incon

ceivable in infants and children. Besides, if the sexuality 

displayed in these stages is so veDJ diffused in nature, and 

if there is no specific sex-impulse at all, then what 
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justification is there for still retaining the concept of all? 

Can it not be given up for some more fundamental principle of 

unity? Freud adrni ts the possibility of such alteration when 

he rechristens his libido as "eros"9 to denote the life urge 

and· contrasts it with the death-instinct. This is an admission 

which clearly suggests that Freud could not r~~ain satisfied 

with his pan-sexualism. Freud was forced to revise his origi-

nal position and. to find some more fundamental name for -the 

principal driving force of human behaviour than sexuality and 

so he came to rename his libido as the life-urge. But what 

does it mean? If i-t is not sex-urge it is not so. He himself 

changes the name of his urge from libido to eros. Now, if it 

is eros or the life urge what justification is there to give 

to i-t a sexual interpretation? Why does not Freud leave it as 

it is, a driving force, a dynamic principle that governs our 

mental li .. ..res without at-taching a sexual significance to it"? 

What necessity is there for calling it in the same breath the 

life urge as well as the sex-urge? Freud does not answer. 

Freud thinks that i-t is quite impossible to adjust the claims 

of the sexual instinct to the demands of civilisation, but he 

accepts the inevitability of the conflict be·t\veen the indivi-

dual and the society and he attempts to maximise individualism 

within a social context. Throughout his whole work he is 

concerned with balancing the claims of civilization against 

-------------·----------~ 

g. Freud, s., Beyond the Pleasure-Principle In Standard 
Edition, vol. 23, The Hogarth Press, London, 1959, p. 4 
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the needs of individualism. But many commentators have found 

him blind to social factors. But, "Freud developed a theory 

of man, a • psycho-logy • in the strict sense·. 'Vvith this theory, 

Freud placed himself in the great tradition of philosophy and 

d h ' 1 h ' 1 't ' 1110 un er p l osop lca crl erla. 

For Freud, the purpose of life is to seek pleasure. 

Pleasure principle draws up the programme of life's purpose. 

The repressed desires are dominated'by the pleasure-principle. 

Their pleasure consists in their gratification. Freud defines 

pleasure as the relaxation of tension. In his early writing 

Freud stresses the pleasure-principle as regulating the whole 

mental process. He later modifies his pleasure-principle into 

the reality principle. Freud maintains this view that although 

the religious ideas are illusoL~ because they are not sUbject 
) 

to experiment, still they have a tremendous influence upon the 

human mind. For Freud religion has its origin in man's help-

lessness in the face of the danger from the society and from 

nature. Thus man develops an illusion which is taken from his 

own individual experience as a child. Freud vieHs himself as 

little an adherent of the Jewish religion as of 
11 any other. 

But, "Freud's view has often been misunderstood. He exposed 

10. Marcuse, H., Eros and Civilization, Allen Lane the Penguin 
Press, London, 1955, p. 25 

11. A.A. Brill, Freud's Contribution to Psychiatry, NewYork, 
w.w. Norton and Company, 1944, pp. 195-196 
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·1 the foundations of our pseudo-morality. What goes by the name 

of morality is blind and irrational. It directs us to repress 

the instincts and produces conflict. A conflict-torn man 

would not have the energy for any higher striving. But Freud 

did not advocate triumph of instinct over moral feelings. 1112 

It was Freud's one of the basic formulations that a man is 

born_basically asocial, and amoral in nature. He is gUided by 

the Id impulses vJhich are asocial and immoral. Freud 1 s view 

on morality may be objected from the ethical point of view in 

this way that morality is a phenomenon which assumes freedom 

of will whereas Freudian psychoanalysis is based on rigid 

psychological determinism, which means the unconscious deter-

minism. To be unconsciously determined means to be detennined 

purely by the pleasure-principle. According to Freud morality 

is more a social than an individual affair. Flugel says, 11 If 

we seek, therefore, to achieve a morality that is free as 

regards feeling and behaviour as well as free from metaphysical 

constrants, it is not sufficient to abandon what we may consider 

outworn superstitions and beliefs as regards the external 

aspects of the universe. We have also to free ourselves from 

13 
the archaic aspects of our own internal super-ego." 

12. Chakravarty, D.K., Self in Psycho-Analysis, Omsons 
Publications, New Delhi, 1987, p. 39 

13. Flugel, J.c., Morals and Society, Duckt..;orth, London, 
1948, p. 188 
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Sigrnlliid Freud is the pioneer of the psychoanalytical 

movement and i·t may be said that he brings about a revolution 

in the world of psychology. But, Freud has often been viewed 

as being on the whole pessimistic about the chances of reali-

za-tion of the free self. This probably explains the contempo-

rary psychologists' neglect of the unconscious. Their optirnism 

seems to be shaken if man becomes the inescapable victim of 

the unconscious. ~ve believe that excessive optimism is more 

immoral than pessimism, for it lulls us into false peace and 

security. 11 Freud • s vision seems to us truer than the cheery 

plati-tudes of many contemporary psychologists. Freud's doctrine 

of eros expresses a profound idea of psychic dynamism. Eros 

binds us. It also liberates. 1114 Freud a-t tributes to the 

sense of guilt a decisive role in the development of civiliza-

tion~ moreover, he establishes a correlation be-tween progress 

and increasing guilt feeling. He states his intention "to 

represent the sense of guilt as the most important problem in 

the evolution of culture, and to convey that the price of 

progress in civilization is paid in forgetting happiness 

through the heightening of the sense of guilt."
15 

No\.v we have to consider Freudian psychology. As ~1e 

have seen, according to Freud, there are three principal ___ , _____________ _ 
14. Chakravarty, D.K., op.cit., p. 216 

15. Freud, S., Civilization and Its Discontents, London, 
Hogarth Press, 1949, p. 123 
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constituents of an individual mind - the Id, the Ego and the 

Super-Ego. The Id constitutes the major portion of the psyche, 

the Ego is a development out of it and so also is the Super-

Ego. The Id relentlessly strives to gratify its unconscious 

desires which are not allowed fulfilment by the reality of the 

external world, and it is the task of the Ego to constantly 

endeavour to find socially acceptable Channels and disguises 

for the fulfilment of the Id's desires. The Ego is thus a 

servant of the Id. It also is a servant of the ·external vlorld. 

It has also to serve a third master the Super-Ego. Freud says, 

11
• • • a deeply-rooted belief in psychic freedom and choice ... 

is quite unscientific and it must give ground before the 

claims of a determinism which governs even mental life • 1116 The 

Ego is driven, but does not drive any more. The defense 

mechanisms of the Ego are mere protective strategies. They 

do not lead to any creative transformation. The Ego does not 

act, but only reacts. An inflexible conception of .causality 

relates every event in mental life to the past history of the 

individual. This is slavery to the past or what Prof. Perry 

calls the Atavistic Fallacy: 7 According to Freud, the Ego is 

18 11 a coherent organization of mental processes. 11 Nm"', we ask 

--------
16. Frev.d, s., Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, George 

Allen and Unwin, London, 1952, pp. 87-88 

17. Perry, R.B., Realms of Value, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1954, P! 20 

18. Freud, s., The Ego and the Id, op.cit., p. 17 
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Freud : are all these constituents of the mind organised? Or, 

do they remain in infinite chaos and confusion?. The ansv1er 

is not far to seek. The unity of mental life is too patent 

to be denied. Freud recognises this unity. He goes on to 

say that the most characteristic feature of the Ego is the 

tendency to synthesise its contents. Freud says, 11 ~'-lhat, 

ho\'lever, especially marks the ego out in contradistinction to 

the id, is a tendency to synthesize its contents, to bring 

together and unify its mental proce.sses, vJhich is entirely 

absent from the id. " 19 He again says, "the function of the 

Ego is to unite and to reconcile the claims· of the three 

agencies which it serves. H 20 So we can accept that the unity 

must originate from the ego and the ego alone. Freud is 

invaluable in so far as he opens our eyes to the unconscious 

dynamism of mental life, but his error lies in putting undue 

. emphasis on the uneonscious and sexual aspect of this dynamism. 

Is that any ground for asserting with the Freudian emphasis 

that there must be sexuality behind the achievements of every 

man of genius, every renowned politician, every famous scien-

1 tist, every sincere man of religion and morality? For, if in 

order to establish a truth we are to investig·ate into all the 

cases where it works then we shall never be able to establish 

19. Freud, s., New Introductory Lectures on Psycho-analysis, 
op. cit. , p • 10 1 

20. Freud, S., The Economic Problems of Masochism, SE, vol •. XIX, 
p. 167 
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it. Therefore in order to establish the working of the 

libido we are to examine and analyse all human minds then we 

sh~ll never be able to accomplish it. For, there will always 

be some minds that have merged into eternity and some ot~ers 

that have not yet come out of it. Even if we restrict our

selves to the living present we shall not be able to analyse 

all minds. 

Here also we can ask Freud if it is sexuality alone 

that governs all these achievements of humanity, or if there 

is something else as well. If Freud does not admit the latter 

possibility then we shall bring to his notice the views of 

other thinkers who have worked as intensively as Freud or 

even more in these fields. We shall bring forth the views of 

workers in the realms of Ethics, Aesthetics 1 Religion, etc., 

who have established principles which though widely divergent 

from those of Freud are more universally aCknmvledged. How 

is Freud to deny their works? To say that this is but an 

unconscious wish on our part not to recognise sexuality will 

not do. For, we do question the validity of the assumption 

of sexuality in all the manifestations o:f mind. Ne advance 

the other factors that are opposed to sexuality and ask 

Freud to justifY himself in the face of the latter. But he 

does not accept the challenge. li.hat he does is to view these 

achievEtnE!nts of humanity vTi th a preconceived notion of sexua

lity as the dominant factor in our lives. It is this initial 
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bias of Freud that makes him unable to see the facts from 

other angles of vision. If he could leave the pair of coloured 

spectacles he always has on his eyes, he would have seen the 

facts in the broad day-light of truth. But he does not, and 

hence all the difficulties. Freud derives his main conception 

of the libido primarily from a study of neurotic individuals. 

His ever-creative mind builds up a theory of sexuali~y as the 

driving force in such cases; he wants to reiterate his conclu

sions and it is with such a biassed and prejudiced mind tha·t 

he comes to analyse dreams. I'Jho can say that this initial 

presumption does not colour his theory of dreqms? Even his 

analysis of dreams, his analysis, of the slips of pen, of 

tongue, etc. do not start with normal healthy individuals. 

They start with persons who came to Freud as his patients, 

persons suffering from mental ailments. Freud will no doubt 

answer that no hard and fast line can be drav.m between the 

normal and the abnormal, that the distinction is one of 

degree and never of kind. V>le can ask here, is not that a 

distinction? He starts from the more abnormal persons whom 

humanity at large distinguishes from the normal, the unlucky 

few, and from these few exceptional cases he generalises about 

mankind as a whole. We cannot accept such a view. According 

1 to logical procedure the abnormal should be regarded as 

deviation from the normal. Freud also follows the reverse 

, procedure explaining the normal in terms of the abnormal. 
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By the word psyche Jung means the totality of all 

psychic processes, conscious and unconscious. Jung also shares 

Sigmund Freud's view that the conscious mind is only a fraction 

of the human psyche, the unconscious being far the more exten-

sive portion. Freud understood man• s psyche in terms of his 

personal history. Adler, too, accepted the important role of 

childhood in the development of mental life. In contrast to 

1\this accentuation.of the temporal and personal, Jung reveals 

~the crucial importance of the timeless and transpersonal. 

But Freud's conception of mind now gains an entirely 

new significance. For Freud psychic development iS a manifes-

tation of eros. We believe that Freud • s vie·w suggests an 

evolution of eros from innocence of the id through the guilt 

of the super-ego to final redemption of the ego in a wider 

'11 . t. f . 21 
l umlna lOn o. consclousness. 

Much of our recent knowledge concerning morality comes 

from psycho-analysis. It is a psycho-therapeutic method, the 

aim of which is to make the unconscious conscious, to render 

the patient aware of certain thoughts, memories, emotions, 

desires which had been inaccessible to consciousness. It is 

therefore inferred that the increase in awareness of the 

contents of one 1 s o'i•.m mind is desirable. 11 It is not surprising 

21. See Freud, s., The Ego and the Id, op.cit.·, p. 54 
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that there are faster and cheaper methods of 'cure'. Psycho-

analysis has opened up the possibility that one's misery can 

be alleviated through professional help. According to Freud, 

society imposes unnecessary hardships on man. Fro~m observes 

that, "Freud, rooted in the philosophy of humanism and enlight-

ment, starts out with the assumption of the existence of man as 

such - a universal man, like Spinoza, constructed a model of 

human nature 1 
• 

1122 Psychoanalysis deals with the issue of 

critical a-vvareness, the uncovering of the deadly illusions and 

rationalizations that paralyse the power to act. Host central 

issue to which psycho-analysis can make a contribution is the 

question of the attitude towards life itself. Rieff says, 

"Freud was not hopeful~ nor was he nostalgic. Retrospectively, 

he treasured no pagan or primitive past. He looked forward to 

a radically different future. 1123 Freud has never seriously 

entertained any utopian aspiration. He recognizes that his 

science is as much philosophy as medicine. Psychoanalysis 

stunds, he says, in a middle position between medicine and 

philosophy. 1124 .~mong Freudians, Freud's self-analysis remains 

singular. Psychoanalysis begins with a heroic excep·tion to 

the rule that the seif may not knov-1 the self, the subject may 

not be its own object. Freud • s self-analysis stands outside 

22. Fromm, E., The Crisis of Psycho-analysis, Jonathan Cape 
Ltd., Bedford Square, London, 1971, p. 42 

23. Rieff, P., Freud : The Hind of the Moralist, University 
Paperbacks, Methuen, London, 1960, p. 344 

24. Freud, s., 'The Resistances to Psychoanalysis', Collected 
papers V, p·. 168 
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the tests of his own science; it is like the myste~: of the 

unmoved mover. II ... Uniqueness of the feat remains. Once 

done it is done forever. For no one again can be the firs·t to . 

25 explore those depths • 11 

Freud does not sllnply state the existence of unconscious 

processes in general, but shm¥s empirically hovJ unconscious 

processes operate by demonstrating their operation in concrete 

and observable phenomena : neurotic symptoms, dreams, and the 

small acts of daily life. "The mos·t crea·tive and radical 

achievement of Freud's theol7 was the founding of a 'science 

of the irrational' - i.e., the theory of unconscious. As Freud 

himself observed, this was a continuation of the work o£ 

Copernicus and Darwin : they had a.ttacked the illusions of man 

aboUt thiS planet IS ];!)'lace in the C0Sffi0S and hiS OWn plaCe in 

26 nature and in society. 11 

Psychoanalysis has shm>JD that man • s conscious psychic 

activity is only a relatively small sector of his psychic life, 

that many decisive impulses behind psychic behaviour are 

unconscious. 11 Psychoanalysis seems to include presuppositions 

that make its method useful for inves·tiga·tion,s in social psycho-

1
logy and that rule out any conflict with sociology. It seeks 

--~·~---~------

25. Jones, E., Life and ~'Jork of Sigmund Freud, New York, Basic 
Books, 1953-1957, p. 319 

26. Fromm, E., The Crisis of Psychoanalysis, Jonathan Cape Ltd., 
London, 1971, p. 13 
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to know the psychic traits common to the members of a group, 

and to explain these Common psychic traits in terms of shared 

l 'F • u27 J..:...e e."'<perJ..ences • 

... -

,, 

--------------
27. Ibid., p. 142 

~-· 


